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AMONG THE WORKS OF ART surviving from classi- 
cal antiquity, one of the most influential is doubtless 
the equestrian statue of Emperor Marcus Aurelius 
(reigned A.D. 161-80) (Figure 1). For centuries it 
stood in the Lateran, until it was transferred, in 
1538, to the Campidoglio by Michelangelo; it sur- 
vived largely because it was erroneously believed to 
be an effigy of Constantine, the first Christian em- 
peror. By a combination of this unjustified attribu- 
tion, its own artistic merits, and its conspicuous pres- 
ence, it served as a model for the majority of 
equestrian statues throughout the entire history of 
European art.' 

A reduced free copy by Filarete (1400-ca. 1465) is 
the earliest known dated small bronze of the Italian 
Renaissance (Figure 2). Its plinth bears a presenta- 
tion inscription to Piero de'Medici (Filarete's benefac- 
tor) and the date 1465.2 Although Filarete permitted 
himself some artistic liberties by adding an oversize 
helmet as a support for the horse's raised foreleg, 
and by completing the fragmentary breaststrap of 
the original, he took great pains to duplicate the 
ephippium, the saddle blanket of the emperor's 
mount, with its elaborate border of zigzag cuts, 
stepped lappets, and sawtooth patterns. 

Half a century later, Francois I had a plaster cast 
made of Marcus Aurelius's horse and it was displayed 
in one of the courtyards of Fontainebleau, which, 
from then on, became known as la Cour du Cheval 
Blanc. It remained there until 1626, when it had to 

be removed because of weather damage. This horse 
was the inspiration for several works of the School of 
Fontainebleau-such as an enamel plaque, formerly 
in the Lenoir collection, with an equestrian portrait 
of Henri II wearing a Roman toga and Diane de Poi- 
tiers riding pillion (Figure 3),3 and also the Louvre's 
marble relief of Charles IX of France as a Roman im- 
perator on horseback; he wears classical parade ar- 
mor and strikes a more dramatic pose than the pen- 
sive philosopher emperor (Figure 4).4 In spite of the 
changes made in the representations of their riders, 
the horses in these effigies are faithfully modeled 
after Marcus Aurelius's steed, as shown by their me- 
ticulously reproduced saddle blankets. This exact 
copying even went as far as to include the fragment 
of the breaststrap, which in the original is now with- 
out a purpose, since the once separately applied cen- 
ter piece of the breast harness has been lost.5 Quite 
obviously, this particular saddle was considered to be 
an authentic piece of Imperial Roman horse equip- 
ment; otherwise, it would not have been so carefully 
copied. 

And as recently as 1951, in a reconstruction of the 
lost equestrian statue from the Column of Justinian 
at Istanbul, the Byzantine emperor's horse was given 
a saddle blanket that bore the pattern of Marcus Au- 
relius's ephippium (Figure 5),6 though, according to 
late-medieval illustrations of Justinian's statue, he 
was originally represented as riding bareback.7 

However, the triple-layered construction of the 
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1. Bronze equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius. Ro- 
man, A.D. 2d century. Rome, Campidoglio (photo: 
Anderson) 
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2. Bronze statuette, reduced copy of the statue of Mar- 
cus Aurelius, by Antonio Averlino, called Filarete 
(1400-ca. 1465), dated 1465. Dresden, Skulpturen- 
sammlung, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen (photo: 
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden) 

3. Drawing after an enamel representing Henri II and 
Diane de Poitiers on horseback; formerly Lenoir 
collection (after Steinmann) 
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4. Marble relief of Charles IX on horseback. Paris, 
Louvre (photo: Arch. Phot. Paris) 

5. 
Reconstruction of the 
Column of Justinian (or 
Theodosius). Istanbul 
(after Mamboury) 
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6. Mosaic of the Battle of Alexander and Darius, found 
1831 in Pompeii. Naples, National Museum (photo: 
Anderson) 

ephippium in Marcus Aurelius's statue-with a zig- 
zag-edged element on top of one with a border of 
stepped lappets, which in turn overlaps one with a 
sawtooth border-is actually quite out of the ordi- 
nary. Roman saddle blankets of the second century 
A.D., as shown in the reliefs of the Trajan and Marcus 
Aurelius columns, were mostly simple rectangles of 
cloth, sometimes with a heavy fringe at the bottom 
edges that hung down below the horses' bellies. The 
mounts of the emperors themselves, and those of 
their cavalry guard units, sported more elaborate 
saddles that had a shorter, zigzag-edged seat cover 
on top of the longer fringed blanket.8 This top layer 
seems to have been loosely attached to the lower 
saddle cloth, because it is sometimes shown draped 
over shields hanging on the saddle horns with riders 
dismounted; this was probably done to protect the 
painted surfaces of the shields in inclement weather.9 
Incidentally, the Germanic hostiles are, as a rule, rep- 
resented as riding bareback. 

The two fragmentary equestrian statues from Car- 
toceto di Pergola, found in 1946, have ephippia of 
similar shape, but simpler construction than that of 
Marcus Aurelius.'0 They have single-layer saddle 
blankets: one has a sawtooth edge at its bottom and 
stepped lappets along its crupper edge, and the 
other has stepped lappets all around. 

Very similar design arrangements are to be found 
in the celebrated mosaic of the Battle of Alexander 
and Darius, which was found at Pompeii (Figure 6),"1 
where two of the horses on the Persian side are de- 
picted with clearly identifiable saddle blankets. On 
the collapsing horse of the hapless rider struck by Al- 
exander's lance, there is an ephippium with a saw- 
tooth border along its bottom and a dagged version 
of stepped lappets at its rear edge, while the other 
horse-in the center of the composition, in front of 
Darius's chariot wheel, where it is held by its dis- 
mounted rider, who loyally offers his steed to his 
king for a speedier flight-bears a saddle blanket 
bordered by stepped lappets. Evidently these saddle 
blankets with stepped edges were considered to be 
typical for Eastern horsemen, and, indeed, they can 
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be regularly found on Achaemenian seals and coins, 
in the reliefs of Persepolis, on decorated Scythian 
sword scabbards, and on Iranian horse rhytons (Fig- 
ures 7, 8, 9).12 In 1984, Bernard Goldman coined the 
term "the Persian Saddle Blanket" for this peculiar 
saddle cloth, although he had to admit that its origins 
seem to have been with the steppe nomads in the 
North, because the "half merlon," as he calls the 
stepped lappet, would be an impractical decoration 
for woven fabrics, but eminently suited for felt, the 
material favored by the nomads.13 

A surviving example of such a saddle blanket of 
felt, with stepped lappets along its lower edge, was 

found in a state of perfect preservation in one of the 
frozen tumuli, known as kurgan V, at Pazyryk in Si- 
beria (Figure o1).14 This burial mound of a nomad 
prince, from around 300 B.C., also yielded a large felt 
tapestry with applique figures of horsemen display- 
ing the same saddle blankets with stepped lappets 
(Figure 11), and among its further treasures was one 
of the earliest known Oriental pile carpets (Figure 
12), also with representations of horsemen going 
around the border, as if in solemn procession.15 Each 
horse bears a saddle blanket edged in stepped lap- 
pets. 

It seems that these saddle blankets with stepped 

7. Seal, Iranian, first millennium B.C. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Purchase, 
funds from various donors, 1893, 93.17.17 

8. Detail of a gold akinakes scabbard, Scythian, ca. 300 B.C. The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, Rogers Fund, 1930, 30.11.12 

9. 
Clay horse rhyton, Iranian, 
8th-5th century B.C., Teheran 
Museum (after Ghirshman) 



and Jazyges-were horse nomads and in warfare 
rode as heavy armored cavalry (the Late Roman 
heavy cavalry, cataphractarii and clibanarii, was mod- 
eled after Sarmatian prototypes).'8 In A.D. 175 Mar- 
cus Aurelius succeeded in inflicting a crushing defeat 
on the westernmost of these Sarmatians, the Jazyges 
of Pannonia, which is now Hungary.19 After this mil- 
itary success Marcus Aurelius added the honorific 
"Sarmaticus" to his name. 

From this it seems most likely that Marcus Au- 
relius's mount in his equestrian monument is a 
captured Sarmatian war steed, which he rides, de- 
monstratively saddled in Sarmatian fashion, in cele- 
bration of his victory in far-off Pannonia. 

10. Saddle blanket of felt, found in kurgan V, Pazyryk, 
Siberia; probably Sarmatian, ca. 300 B.c. Lenin- 
grad, Hermitage Museum (afterJettmar) 

edges were an element of material culture shared 
among the horsemen of Iranian stock, whether 
highly civilized Achaemenian Persians or "barbarian" 
nomads, such as Scythians and Sarmatians.16 The no- 
mad princes of the Siberian kurgans are thought to 
have been Sarmatians. By the first century A.D. Sar- 
matian tribes had drifted so far westward that their 
outriders made contact with the Romans in the Dan- 
ube region.17 These tribes-Alani, Roxolani, Antae, 

11. Horseman, detail of a felt tapestry, found in kurgan 
V, Pazyryk, Siberia; probably Sarmatian, ca. 300 B.C. 
Leningrad, Hermitage Museum (after Jettmar) 

APPENDIX 

Part of the peace terms with the defeated Jazyges was 
that in A.D. 175 they had to contribute 8,000 warriors as 
cavalry auxiliaries to the Roman army; 5,500 of these 
were sent to Northern Britain attached to the Legio VI 
Victrix to fight Pictish would-be invaders.20 These Sar- 
matians in Britain, incidentally, were not returned to 
their homeland after their twenty-year term of service 
had expired, but were settled in a kibbutzlike military 
colony at Bremetennacum, now Ribchester, in present- 
day Lancashire, to raise horses for the Roman cavalry 
and to guard the coastal area at the mouth of the river 
Ribble against Irish pirates. This cuneus veteranorum Sar- 
matarum at Bremetennacum is still listed in the official 

12. Reconstructive drawing of a pile carpet, found in 
kurgan V, Pazyryk, Siberia; probably 4th century 
B.C. Leningrad, Hermitage Museum (after Jettmar) 



muster roll of the Late Roman army, Notitia Dignitatum, 
ca. A.D. 428.21 Considering this late survival, combined 
with the facts that Sarmatians were heavy-armored cav- 
alry, fought under battle standards in dragon-shape, had 
as representations of their tribal god of war a naked 
sword thrust in the ground or a platform,22 and finally, 
that in A.D. 175 the praefectus of the Legio VI Victrix 
was a certain Lucius Artorius Castus,23 it is possible that 
Marcus Aurelius's victory had another lasting influence, 

this time on medieval literature, by contributing to the 
development of legends about King Arthur.24 
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